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I. INTRODUCTION AND Sunm~aw 
In this paper we are principally concerned with a class of mathematical 
programming problems with the dynamic programming structure. These 
problems were solved numerically or analytically by the dynamic programming 
method (see Bellman [l], Bellman and Dreyfus [2], Bellman and Kalaba [3], 
Nemhauser [9], and many others). Recently, Iwamoto [7] further enumerated 
various examples of the finite-stage “recursive” dynamic programmings with 
analytic solutions. 
In [4], Furukawa and Iwamoto have defined like as automaton the d-stage 
“recursive” dynamic programming by specifying state space, action space, 
feasible action space at state s on nth stage, state transformation, and “recursive” 
reward system. In [6], the N-stage Markov game (the so-called “multistage 
game”) was also defined and analyzed by the same method as the -W-stage 
dynamic programming. Our mathematical programming problem will be found 
to be formulated into such an N-stage dynamic programming. 
From the theoretical viewpoint we shall investigate a relation of the operators 
T(f; ‘6% Sk: f): 
T(f; g) 44 = F;s fk 44) (1.1) 
g(x;y)<;c 
S(g; f) z(c) = Min g(q c(J~)), 
.XJ>O 
(1.3) 
f(x;y):- c 
where f, g: R,” -+ R,l and u, z!: R,l ---f R,l are continuous. Under the mono- 
tonicity in the second variable off, g and the monotonicity of u, z’, it will be 
shown that the Inverse Proposition holds: If u is the inverse function to V, then 
T(f; g)u is also the inverse function to S(g; f )zl and vice versa. 
In general, the inoerse pvoblenz to a mathematical programming problem: 
Maximize f (x1 , x4 ,..., x,) (1.3) 
subject to g(x, , x’., ,..., s,v) s:. c (1.4) 
is defined as follows: 
Minimize g(y, , Ts ,..., Y,\~) 
subject to f (yl , y2 ,..,, yN) >:: c, 
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(1.6) 
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where c ranges over R’. U’e call the former the “Main Problem” and the latter 
the “Inverse Problem,” respectively. Our main result is stated in the Inverse 
Theorem in Dynamic Programming: If functions f and g have a dynamic 
programming structure, that is, a recursiveness with monotonicity, then the 
maximum function (of c) in the Main Problem (1.3), (1.4) is equal to the inverse 
function to the minimum function (of c) in the Inverse Problem (IS), (1.6). 
In Section 2 we consider two variable mathematical programming problems 
with multiconstraints, which play preparatory roles in treating N-variable 
mathematical programming problems with multiconstraints reducible to 
N-stage dynamic programming problems. It is shown that the maximum 
(resp. minimum) function of the N-variable maximizing (resp. minimizing) 
problem with p (resp. 4) constraints is represented by the successive use of the 
operators T(f,;g,, , g,, ,..., g,J (req. S(g,:fl, ,jL ,.-,fQn)) n -= N JJ - I,..., 
2, 1. Furthermore, we study the strict increasingness and continuity of the 
functions T(f; g, , g, ,..., g,)u, S(g;f, ,$a ,...,f,Jzt which in the case p = 4 = 1 
is used to prove our fundamental Inverse Proposition. 
In Section 3 we study N-variable maximizing problems with p constraints and 
N-variable minimizing problems with q constraints which can be formulated as 
AT-stage dynamic programming problems. It is shown that in the casep = q = 1 
the Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Programming holds. 
In Section 4 we discuss the monotonicity in the second variable of two 
variable real-valued functions. We illustrate typical examples of the strict 
increasingness or nondecreasingness. 
Section 5 illustrates the N-variable real-valued functions from the view point 
of the recursiveness with monotonicity discussed in Section 4. These functions 
will be candidates for the objective function or the left-hand side of the con- 
straint in our mathematical programming problems. 
In Section 6 analytic forms of optimal solutions for several examples of 
mathematical programming problems with multiconstraints or single constraint 
are given by the use of optimal reward functions and of optimal policies for the’ 
corresponding dynamic programming problems. These examples with single 
constraint verify the Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Programming. We also list 
several examples of analytic forms of the functions T(f;g)u, S(g;f)o. These 
examples verify the Inverse Proposition. 
The last section gives further comments on the Inverse Theorem in Dynamic 
Programming and the Inverse Proposition. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL OPERATORS T(.f;g, ,g, ,...,g,) AND S(g;f, , f2 ,...,fo) 
In this section we define the fundamental operators T(f; g, , g, ,..., g,), 
q&f1 ,j-2 ,...P f,) and clarify properties of them. In particular, an inverse 
relation between operators T(f; g) and S(g; f) is established. This relation 
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plays an important role in Section 3 in formulating a class of mathematical 
programming problems into the dynamic programming problems. 
Because of their frequent occurrence, the following notations and definitions 
will be used throughout this paper: R p1 = Euclidean n-space. N’e shall use the 
vector notation. Let N = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) E Rn and y =( j!1 , -v? ,..., yn) E A”. Then 
(i) .T < F iff .ri < yi for all i = I, 2 ,..., n; 
(ii) .V <:i j’ iff .x+~ < yi for all i = 1, 2 ,,,., n. 
R,” = {S E R’” / 0 < x}. Letf: R2 4 R1 (resp. R,” + R-l). Then for each s, 
y E R’ we define f z, f,: R’ - Rl (resp., R,’ ---f R,l) by 
.f”(.) ;= .f(.T .), 
fu(.) = .f(.; 1’). 
A function f: R” --f R1 (or R,* - R,‘) is called nondecreasing if N 3: J implies 
.f(.v) :s j(y). Furthermore, it is called strictly increasing if it is nondecreasing 
and .E -r: J implies f(x) < f(u). 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) Let f, g, , g, ,..., g,: R+2 - R,l and u: R,.i’ - R-l be 
continuous. Then T(f, g, , gC ,..., g,)u: R+P + R+l is defined (if it exists) b! 
(ii) Let g, fi , Jz ,..., f,: R,” + R+l and F’: R+Q --f R-l be continuous. 
Then S(g; fl , fz ,..,, f&v R+q + R+l is defined (if it exists) bl 
Throughout the paper we shall treat the case where T(f, g, , g, ,..., g,,)u 
(rev. S(g;h ,f2 ,..., f,)~) is well defined, that is, where the maximum (resp. 
minimum) of (2.1) (resp. (2.2)) is attained at any c E R+p (resp. R&q). When it 
is not necessarily to specify f and gi (resp. g andfj) we simply use Tu (resp. Szl) 
instead of T(f,g, ,g, ,..., g&u (resp. S(g; fl , f2 ,..., f,)z*). Furthermore, TU 
(resp. SW) is denoted by U (resp. V), so no confusion can occur. That is. 
U = Tu = T(f; g, , gz ,..., g,)u, 
v = sv = S(g;f, , f* ,..., fa)z-. 
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A monotone property of functions U, V and operators T, S is as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) The functions U, t’ are nondecreasing. 
(ii) If f r (resp. g”) is nondecreasing for each x E R,l, then the operator T 
(resp. S) is monotone, that is, U’(C) < u*(c) (resp., (v’(c) < U”(C)) implies 
Tul(c) < Tu*(c) (resp., &J(c) < S?(c)) for c E R+P (resp. R+*). 
Proof. These are trivial consequences from the definitions (2.1), (2.2). 
The following proposition shows that under the monotonicity off”, u, gjz 
(resp., g”, 21, fjx) the maximum U (resp., minimum V) can be represented by 
the maximum of their composite function. This means the recursive formula 
for the two-stage dynamic programming. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) Let f, g, , g, ,...,gn: R,2 -+ R+l be continuous, fz 
nondecreasing for each x E R,l, and g,2, gzx,.. ., g,” strictly increasing for each 
x E R,l. Let u: R,P + R,l be continuous and nondecreasing. Then 
Wl , c2 I..., c,) 
(2.3) 
Y 
$F f (x; u((g1”)-’ (Cl), (gz”)-’ (CA,..., (g,“>-’ &J)). 
(g,T1k,kO.l<iqJ 
x E $9 Let g, fi , fz ,...,fQ: R, + - Ii,+ be continuous, gx nondecreasing for each 
l and fix, fzz ,..., f,” strictly increasing for each x E R,l. Let U: R,q + R,l 
be con:ikuous and nondecreasing. Then 
I’(c, , c, ,,..) c,) 
$i,n g(x; v((f1”)-’ (Cl), (fiY (cz)Yv (f*Y (CA)). 
(2.4) 
(fjr)-'(cj)>O,l<j<g 
Proof. Because the proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i), we shall prove (i) 
only. Let 
O(Cl , c2 ,‘.., c,) 
!!2? f (“? u((g?-’ (CA (gz”)-’ (CA.., (g,“)-’ (CD))). 
(g,‘)-l(c,)>O.lCi<p 
Let x > 0, y > 0 with g<(s; yJ < ct , 1 < i ,< p. Since gir is continuous and 
strictly increasing, we have 0 < yi < (giz)-l(ci), 1 < i < p. The nondecreasing- 
ness of both u and f x yields 
f (3L’; 4Yl 9 4’2 >.-.v YP)) < f (F u((g1”)-‘(Cl), (gzz)-l(G)?..., (g,“)-‘(CD))). 
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Hence, for any x > 0, y >, 0 with g,(x; yf) G ci , 1 < i < p, we have 
f(Jc; 4.1'1 1 Y2 1*--Y Yd 
r-5 -; 
%Y 
f(.? u((gW (Cl), (g2"F' (C2b..> k,")-'(CD))) 
(g,V'(c;)~O,l<i<P 
= C(c, ) c2 ,...) Cl,). 
Therefore 
NIax 
x>o,y>o 
f(x; u(y1 , )‘2 I..., y,)) :< qcl , c., ,*.a, CD), 
g;(.x;j~,)>c,.l.<iqJ 
that is, 
U(c, , CT ,..., c,) < 17(Cl , c2 (..., c,). 
Conversely, let N > 0 with (g,“)-l(ci) 2 0, 1 < i < p. Define j E R+J’ b! 
ji = (giz)-l(ci), 1 :<i-<p. 
Then, s > 0, fi(x; ji) = ci > 0, 1 < i < p. Hence, for any .T -1: 0 with 
(gis)-l(ci) > 0, 1 < i < p, we have 
fc? U(kl”Y (Cl), kP”Y b-P>Y, k,“)-’ (CA)) 
=f@; Cl 192 ,**., 5,)) 
< x$zo f(.G u(y1 , ?‘2 ,..., ?,N 
g,(.r;y~CY,,l<i<p 
= cyc 1, c2 ,.--> c,). 
Therefore 
$\y f(T u((gl")-'(cl)~ (g2z)-1(C2)v-r k,")-'(CD))) 
Cg,‘j-‘(c,j>O,l<i<p 
< w, 3 c2 ,...7 cp), 
that is, 
qc, , c, )..., CD) < U(c, ) c., )...( c,). 
This completes the proof. 
First, we shall investigate the strict increasingness of functions U, lr which 
will be assumed in the Inverse Proposition at the end of this section. Propositions 
2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.8 give sufficient conditions for the function U or V to be 
strictly increasing. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) Let f, g, ,g, ,...,gp: R,” - R+l be continuous and 
f", glx,gPx,..., g,” strictly increasing for each .r E R+l. If u: R,I’ - R+l is continuous 
and strictly increasing, then U = T(f; g, , g, ,..., g,)u is strictb increasing. 
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(ii) Let g, fi , fi ,..., f,: R,2 --f Ii+’ be continuous and g”, fix, fz” ,..., f,,” 
strictly increasing for each x E R,l. If a: R,q -+ R,l is continuous and strictly 
increasing, then V = S(g; fi , fi ,..., f,) w satisfies (2.4). Furthermore, let (fj’)-l(.): 
{(x, cj) E R+2 I (fj”)-l(Cj) 3 O} + R+l b e continuous for 1 < j < q, and a(c) be 
the x by which the minimum (2.4) is attained at c. Zf (f f@‘)-l(cj) > Ofor I -( j < q, 
c E R,q, then V is strictly increasing. 
Proof of(i). By Proposition 2.2 we have 
U(c) = t$!: fb; 4kW (4 k2”)-’ WY-, key (CD))). (2.3) 
k,“)-‘(cibO,l<i<p 
Let x*(c) be the x by which the maximum of (2.3) is attained at c. Let 0 < 
c1 -=C c2. Since 
0 < (g;*@‘)-1 (c,‘) < (g;*@‘)-l (c?), 1 <i<p 
and u, f s*& are strictly increasing, we have 
U(c’) = f (x*(S); u((g;““‘)-’ (Q, (g;*@‘)--1 (C$,..., (g;;*(c’))-l (c,‘))) 
<f @*(cl); z&p” -1 ) (c12), (g;*@‘)-1 (cl),..., (g;*(cl’)-l (c,“))) 
< $0x f(x; 4kl"Y(C,"), k*z)-1(c22L k,")-'hw 
(g,xj-1(c,J)30,1Gi<p 
= U(c”). 
Proof of (ii). By Proposition 2.2 we have 
V(c) = R$% dx; afw (Cl>, (f2Y (c,),**., (f8.Y (CIA))* (2.4) 
(fj”)-‘(e,)~O,l<j<* 
Let 0 < c2. Since (f ~(e2’)-1(c~) > 0 and (f ~‘““)-‘(.) is continuous at cj2, there 
exists a Sj > 0 such that cj’ E (cj2 - 6j , cj2) implies (fl’““)-‘(ci’) 3 0. By 
Proposition 2.1 it suffices to prove that for any 0 < c1 < c2 with cil E (cj2 - aj , 
q”), 1 d j < q 
U(cl) < U(cz). 
Hence we may assume that (f ~‘““)-‘(cjl) > 0, 1 < j < q for 0 < c1 < 8. Since 
0 < (fW’)--1 (c.‘) < (f-F’““)” (c.“) , 3 3 1 ’ 1 <j<q 
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and 21 &‘“) are strictly increasing, we have ?h 
q-2) = g(i(c2); v((fiq-1 (Cl’), (ffQ))-1 (Cn”),..., (f;‘+l (c,‘))) 
-z- g(i(c2); z((f~‘c*‘)-l (CC), (py (c,‘),..., (fp+1 (c,‘))) 
!G &; @((flY (Cll), w-’ (crlL (fo”)Y (c,‘))) 
(.f,")~'(c,'r~-o,lr-j- .q 
= I+‘). 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let fi , f2: R,’ 4 R +I be continuous and strictly increasing 
and f&; y) = min(fi(x),f2(r)), f&v Y) = max(fd4,f2(y)). Let gl , g2 ,..., g,,: 
Rw2 + R+l be continuous, g15, g25 ,..., g,” strictly increasing for each .Y E R,l, 
and (gj’)-‘(.): {(x, ci) E R+* 1 (g,“)-‘(c,) 3 0) 4 R+l be continuous for each i 
(1 -< i z< p). Let u: R,” + R +l be continuous and strictly increasing. Then: 
(i) I:, :.: T(f,; g, , g2 ,..., g,)u: R+z’ + R,l is strictly increasing. 
(ii) C’, =: T(f,;g, , g, ,..., g,)u: R,p + R-1 is strict<%’ increasing. 
Proof of (i). By Proposition 2.2(i), 
l’&-) ~~ Ma: max(fi(47fz(u((g,Y (4 (g?“)-l (CA.., (gpY (CA))). 
(R,I)~'(ci)~O.l-i-.rp 
(2.5) 
Let X*(C) he the .rc by which the maximum of (2.5) is attained at c. Let 0 < cl < 3. 
Then 
t;(c’) = max(f,(x*(cl)), f,(u((g:*@))-l (c*l),..., (g;*@))-l (c,p)))). 
Case (I) 
f&l((g;*(‘l’)-l (c;), (g;*(cy (c,‘) )..., (g;;@))-* (c,,‘))) > f,(x”(c’)). 
‘Since 
0 :::c (,;*‘+‘)-l (ci’) <I (g;*‘““)-’ (ci2), 1 .- ; i p.;: p 
and u, f2 are strictly increasing, we have 
1’Jr1) :: f*(u((g~*‘c”)-1 (Cl’), (g;*‘cl))y (c*‘),..., (g;*(c’))-1 (c,,‘))) 
-1 f*(u((g;c’(C’))-1 (CC), (g;*@))-l (c*?),..., (g;*(c’))--l (c,,‘))) 
-..’ max(f,(x*(cl)), f2(u((g:*‘c’))-1 (cl*), (g;*@))-l (c**),..., (g;*ccl))-l (c,*)))) : 
St? max(f+), f2(u((glY (cl*), (gS”)-’ (cp21 
(g,")~l(cil)‘)_O,l~igp 
..., (g,")-' (c,"N>) 
17,(c2). 
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Case (2). 
f,(u((g~““*‘)- (c;), (g;*(y (cl),..., (g;*(+l (c,‘))) < fl(x*(cl)). 
In this case we have 
(g~*q-l (ci’) > 0, 1 <i.<p. 
Since each (gi’)-l(ciz) is continuous at x*(c’) 3 0, there exists an L$ > x*(cl) 
such that (g,‘)-‘(ct) > 0 for 1 < i < p. By the strict increasingness of fr , 
we have 
WC,) = fl(x*w 
< fiW 
d max(fd$ f2b4k12F1 h2h (g29-l (c22L k,Y (c,“N>) 
< 
%Y 
max(fd4, f&(kPY (c12h k2”>-’ (c2*) 
(g,Y(c,~)>O,l<i<p 
.-., k,“)-’ (c,‘>>>> 
= U,(c’). 
Proof of (ii). By Proposition 2.2(i), 
U,(c) = y,y min(fi(4v f2MkW (4 k2”>-’ @2), 
(g,z)-‘(c;)SO,l<i<P 
***T k,“)-’ WN~ 
(2.6) 
Let X*(C) be the x by which the maximum of (2.6) is attained at C. Let 0 < 
cl < 3. Then 
U,(S) = min(f,(x*(cl)), f,(u((g4*‘c1’)-’ (czl),..., (g~*(c’))-l (c,l)))). 
Since 
and f2(~((glY(c12), (g2’)-1(c22)y..., (g;)-‘(CD”))), (gi’)-W) (1 < i < P) are 
continuous at x*(cl), there exists an 4 > .x*(cl) such that 0 < (gik)-l(ci2), 
1 < i < p, and 
f*(u(g;*‘““)-1 (c;), (g;*Q’)-1 (Cl),...’ (g;*@))-1 (c,‘))) 
< f*mT,‘)-’ h2), k2Y (Cn2L L?,“)-’ (CD”))). 
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By the strict increasingness offi , we have 
L’,(c’) -2 min(f,(x*(cl)), f,(u((gf’““)-’ (crl), (gT*(c”))l (C?t),..., (g~,*(c2’)-1 (C,,')))) 
. : min(f&G), f,(u((g,“)-l (c12), (g2-‘)F’ (C22),..., (g,‘)-’ (CD’)))) 
tg min(fdd f2(4(glT1 (c1’L k2”)F’ (CI’)~ 
(B,r)~‘(c,“~-O.l’:.i-Tp 
...* (Rr#T’ (ca2)))) 
= r-&-‘L). 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let g, , g,: R,’ + R,l be continuous and strictly increasing, 
and g&; Y) = max(&), g2(y)), g&; Y) = min(g&h g2(y)). Let fi ,f2 ,...,fq: 
R1,2 -+ R,l be continuous, fix, f2= ,..., f, x strictly increasing for each x E R+l, and 
(f,‘)-‘( .): {(.T, cj) E R+2 1 (fj”)-‘(ci) > Of + R,.l continuous for each j (1 f j < 9). 
Let ~1: R+Q --, R,’ be continuous and strictly increasing. Then: 
6) (4 !f CT1 = S(g3;fi -f2 ,-,f&, then 
T/,(c) -:= 
y$ max(.&), g2(4(fiY (4 (fW (4.. ., (foY (4))). 
(f;‘, -'(c,):>o,i<jiq 
(2.7) 
(b) Let .2(c) be the x by which the minimum of (2.7) is attained at c. If 
(f~“‘)-‘(~~) > 0, 1 <j < 4, c E R+“, then I,;: R>l + R,l is strictly imreasitzg. 
(ii) (a) If r7, = S(g,; f, ,fz ,..., f&, then 
V2(c) = Min 
XI0 min(glW7 g2(+(fiY (4 (f2Y (c2L (fnY (CA)))- 
(f,‘Y’C.cj)30,1<j<q 
(2.8) 
(b) Let a(c) De the x by which the minimum of (2.8) is attained at c. If 
(ff’c’)-l(c,) > 0, 1 <j < q, c 6 R+Q, then V2: R+T + R+l is stric+ increasing. 
Proof. (i)(a), (ii)(a) are trivial consequences of Proposition 2.2(ii). By the same 
reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.3(ii), it suffices to prove that, for any 
0 S: cl < c? with (f~‘““‘)-l(c>) 3 0, 1 < j < Q, 
V&l) < T’@), i = 1,2. 
These facts will be proved by a similar method to that of Proposition 2.4. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let fi , f2, g, , g, , u, v: R+l + R+l be continuous and 
strictly increasing, f (.r; u) = min(fr(x), fi(y)), and g(x; y) = max(g,(.v), g,(y)). 
Let U = T(f; g)u, V = S(g; f)v. Then: 
(i) U(c) = min(f,(g;‘(c)), f,(u(g(;‘c)))), therefore U: R+l + R+l is con- 
tinuous and strictly increaszng, 
(ii) V(c) = max(g,(f y’(c)), g,(v(f g’(c)))), therefore Vz R+l -+ R+l is con- 
tinuous and strictZy increasing. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that 
W = min(fi(g;‘(c)), fAu(gAc)))), 
W = m=4gdf;‘(c)>~ gdv(fi’(4N 
This completes the proof. 
Now we shall study the continuity of the functions U, V which will be assumed 
in the Inverse Proposition. Propositions 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 give sufficient conditions 
for the continuity of U, I’, respectively. 
Let 2R+’ be the set of all nonempty closed subsets in R+l. A mapping A: 
R,’ -+ 2R+1 is called lower semicontinuous at c in R,’ if {cm) C R,‘, c, + c and 
x E A(c) imply the existence of an integer m and a sequence {xn} C R,’ such that 
X, E A(c,) for n > m and X, ---+ X. rZ is called upper semicontinuous at c in R+l 
if {c%} C R+z, c, + c, X, E A(c,), and X, -+ x imply that .v E A(c). _-l is called 
continuous at c in R,’ if it is both lower and upper semicontinuous at c. A is 
called uniformly bounded at c if there exists a neighborhood N(c) of c such that 
u e’EN(e) A(c’) is bounded (see [5]). A is called lower semicontinuous, upper 
semicontinuous, continuous, or uniformly bounded (on R,‘) if it so is for any 
c E R,‘, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. (i) Let f, g, , g, ,..., g,: R,2 -+ R+l be continuous, f x 
nondecreasing for each x E R,l, glr, gzr ,..., g,” strictly increasing for each x E R,l, 
and (gi’)-l(.): {(x, ci) E R+2 1 (giz)-l(cJ 3 0) + R+l continuous for each i 
(1 <i <p).Letu: R+P+ R, 1 be continuous and nondecreasing. If A: R,” + 2R+1 
defined by 
A(c) = {x E R+l 1 (g&l(cJ > 0, 1 < i < p} 
is lower semicontinuous and uniformly bounded, then U: R+P + R,l is continuous. 
(ii) Let g, f, ,f2 ,...,f*: R+2 -+ R, 1 be continuous, gx nondecreasing for each 
x~R+l, fiz, f2x ,..., fQx strictly increasingfor each x~R+l, and (fj’)-‘(.): ((x, c~)ER+~ 1 
(fjz)-l(cj) > 0} - R+l continuous for each j (1 <j < 4). Let v: R+* + R,’ be 
continuous and nondecreasing. If B: R,q - 2R+* defined by B(c) = {x E R+l 1 
(fix)-‘(cj) > 0, 1 < j < q} is lower semicontinuous and umformly bounded, then 
V: R+q - R+l is continuous. 
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Proof. \\‘e shall prove (i) only, omitting the proof of (ii). By Proposition 2.2(i), 
we have 
r-(f) : y-y f (T 4klT’ (4 (RP”) -I (4-2 k,“)-’ (CA))) 
Ig,“)~‘(c,).--0.1 .i-- p 
Max) F-(x; c), 
whereF(x; c) = f (x; u((glz)-l(cl), (ga”)-r(ce),..., (g,“))‘(c,))) is continuous. Since 
(gi’)m l(.) is continuous 1 .< i < p, the mapping A: R,” + 2R+ is upper semi- 
continuous. Let c, + c. Then 
z&J = qx,*; c,) for some .t’,* E A(cJ, 
c-(c) = J-(x*; f) for some s* E L4(c). 
By the uniform boundedness of A, we may assume that the sequence {(s,*, c,)),,r 
is included by a compact subset of R,“. Hence there exists a subsequence 
I4 , c,,-jk; r and i such that .~n*, -+ f, lim,-, sup C:(c,J = lim,_, C.i(c,,). The n n rr 
upper semicontinuity of A yields that Ji E A(c). Therefore, we have 
Iirn+~up U(c,) = F-m cT(c,J 
= gy q.ck; (.nJ 
= I+; c) 
< Eiy) w; c) 
= Z’(c). 
(2.9) 
By the lower semicontinuity of A, there exist an m and &, E A(c,) n 
that .i,, + .v*. Therefore we have 
liF+inf U(c,) = liF+Lnf F(zcn*; c,) 
3 i-2 WI; c,) 
= P-(x*; c) 
= U(c). 
. . c- m such 
(2. IO) 
Combination of (2.9) and (2.10) completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. (i) Letf: R,? + R, l be continuous andf x strictly increasing 
for each .Y E R,‘. Let gil, gi’ (I < i < p): R,’ - R+l and u: R+p - R,’ be 
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continuous and strictl’y increasing and gi(x; y) = max(g,l(x), gi2(y)), 1 :< i < p. 
Let U = T(f; g, , g, ,..., g,)u. Then: 
(4 
U(c) = Max 
0Cx-C min (B -I)-‘(c .) 
f(x; 4klY (Cl), (g22)-1 (c2L k,Y (4)). (2.11) 
. . 
l<i(P ’ ’ 
(b) U: R,” + R+l is strictZy increasing. 
(c) Let x*(c) be the x by which the maximum of (2.11) is attained at c. 
If x*: R,P ---f R,l is continuous, then U is continuous. 
(ii) Let g: R,2 -+ R+l be continuous and gx strictly increasing for each 
x E R,l. Let fil, fi2 (1 < j < q): R,l + R+l and 21: R,Q -+ R+l be continuous 
and strictly increasing and fi(x; y) = min(fjl, fi2) for 1 < j < q. Let V = 
S(g;f, ,fi ,...,fq)u. The-n: 
(a) v(c) = %> m!$~*)-‘(rj) Axi $(fi’Y (4 (fi’l-’ (c2h-l (f,“)-’ (c,))). 
WQ 
(b) V: R,q + R,l is strictly increasing. 
(2.12) 
(c) Let a(c) be the x by which the minimum of (2.12) is attained at c. 
If 4: R,q + R,l is continuous, then V is continuous. 
Proof of(i). (a) is easily checked. If 0 < 8 < c*, then 
W’) = f (x*(4; u((g12)-‘(c11), (g*2)-1(c21),..., (g,‘>-‘(c,‘))) 
-=c f (x*(c’); u((gl”)-‘(cl”), (g22)-1(c22),..., (g,“)-‘(c,“))) 
< U(G). 
Hence (b) holds. Under (c) we have 
U(c) = f (x*(c); u((gl”)-‘(cl)~ (g22Y(c2L (g,‘Y(c,N) 
This implies the continuity of U. Similarly (ii) can be proved. This completes 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let fi , fi , v: R+l - R+l be continuous and strictly 
increasing and f(x; y) = fi(x) x f,(y). Let g: R+2 -+ R+l be continuous and gx 
strictly increasing for each x E R,l. Let V = S(g : f )v. Then: 
(a) V(c) = l$$ g(x; v(f ~‘(c/fi(x)>))~ (2.13) 
(b) V: R,’ --+ R,l is strictly increasing. 
(c) Let a(c) be the x by which the minimum of (2.13) is attained at c. If 
2: R,l+ R+l is continuous, then V is continuous. 
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Proof. Since (f z)-‘(c) = f ,‘(c/fi(x)), (a), (b) are direct consequences from 
Propositions 2.2(ii), 2.3( ii respectively. Under (c) we have ), 
which completes the proof. 
We now prepare the fundamental tool as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.10. (Inverse Proposition). Let f, g: R,” -+ R,’ be continuous 
and fx, g” strictly increasing for each x E R+l. Let fi , fi , g, , g, , u, v: R,’ - R,’ 
be continuous and strictly inqreasing, and f3(x; y) == min(fr(x), f*(y)), g,(x; y) =-- 
max(g,(.v), g,(y)). Let U, = T(f;g)u. CT, = T(f;g& Cr3 = T(f,;g)ff, CT4 -z 
T(f3; g,)u, t-l == S(g; f )zj, lrz = S(ga; f )z(, V3 = S(g; fJzv, and Va = S(g,; f3)zJ. 
Assume that zl o u = u ‘2 v is the identity function on R,.l. T/Zen the folloz+y 
statements hold: 
(i) If Cyi is continuous and Fi is continuous and strictly increasing, then 
1 ri 0 17~ and LTi o Pi are identity functions on respective domains for i == 1, 2. 
(ii) Zf Lr3 is continuous and strictly increasing and b’3 is continuous, then 
I V3 c U, and U3 Q bT3 are identity functions on respectizre domains. 
(iii) ~5’~ 0 I; and V4 0 U, are always identity functions on respectizle domains. 
Proof. Since the proof of the case i = 2, 3, or 4 follows the same line as the 
one of the case i === 1, we shall prove the first statement only. 
By Proposition 2.2 we have 
Q(c) = i-kI$ f (.c u((g")-' (c)h (2.14) 
(g+&)> 0 
and 
l;(c) = lui&l g(x; z((f”)-1 (c))). (2.15) 
(fT’(C)>~O 
Let X*(C) (resp. a(c)) be the x bv which the maximum (resp. minimum) of 2.14 
(resp. 2.15) is attained at c. 
First, suppose that 
u;*(c) = d. 
Hence 
C:,(d) z f s*(d) o u o (g”*(d))-l(d) zz c. 
Since f x’(d), u--l =: z,, and gx*(d) are strictly increasing, it follows that 
[7;+) = d z gz*‘d’ D z’ i, (f r*(d))-1 (c), 
(f Z*(d’)--l (c) > 0, and x*(d) 3 0. 
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Therefore we have 
U;‘(c) 3 Min 
X2-0 
g” 0 Z’ c (f-y (c) 
(f”) -qcpo 
= Al, 
which implies 
and 
(2.16) 
U(c) < V;‘(c). (2.17) 
Next, suppose that 
Hence 
L’,-‘(c) = d. 
VI(d) = 8(d) o ‘u o (f’@‘)-‘(d) = c. 
Since gtd), ~‘-1 = u, andf”fd) are strictly increasing, it follows that 
V;l(c) = d =ji’d’ o u o (gi'd')-1 (c), 
(gi(“‘)-l (c) > 0, and 4(d) 2 0. 
Therefore we have 
V;‘(c) < Max 
X2=0 
f” 0 24 0 (g”)-’ (c) 
(g”)-‘(c)>0 
= Ul(C), 
which implies 
c < v, 0 Ul(C), 
and 
VI(C) 3 u;‘(c). 
Both (2.16) and (2.19) yield 
P-1 0 U,(c) = c. 
On the other hand, (2.17) and (2.18) yield 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
This completes the proof. 
u, 0 V,(c) = c. (2.21) 
Note that in Proposition 2.10 it follows that 
(1) U, is strictly increasing (Proposition 2.3(i)), 
(2) U,(c) = Maxo~x60~~(e~f(x; u((gJ-l(c))) (Proposition 2.8(i)(a)), and U, 
is strictly increasing (Proposition 2.8(i)(b)), 
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(3) V3(c) = Min,)+, g(x; w((f&l(c))) (Proposition 2.8(ii)(a)), and I, 
is strictly increasing (Proposition 2.8(ii)(b)), 
(6) C*(c) = min(f&‘(c)), f,(u(g;‘(c)))), C:, is continuous and strictly 
increasing (Proposition 2.6(i)), and Va(c) = max(g,(f;‘(c)), g2(u(f;‘(c)))), I,; is 
continuous and strictly increasing (Proposition 2.6(ii)). 
Roughly speaking, our Inverse Proposition states that under the appropriate 
monotonicity and continuity conditions on f, g if II is the inverse function to P’, 
then T(f; g)u is also the inverse one to S(g; f)? and vice versa. 
3. INVERSE THEOREM IN I~YNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
This section studies a class of dynamic programming problems whose element 
has an inverse dynamic programming problem. For a given mathematical 
programming problem (we call it the “main problem” throughout the paper), we 
define its inverse problem (we call it the “inverse problem”) in a sense. It is 
shown that both problems have an inverse relation, that is, the maximum 
(resp. minimum) (as a function of the initial state) of the main problem is the 
inverse function to the minimum (resp. maximum) of the inverse problem. 
Kow let us describe the finite-stage deterministic dynamic programmings 
with Bore1 measurable structure, which was introduced in [4]. Since the Bore1 
measurability includes continuity, out dvnamic programming includes the ones 
with continuous structure, for which the Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Program- 
ming holds. 
-1 finite-stage dynamic programming (DP) with a deterministic state trans- 
formation is specified by a four-tuple (S, {A, {A n l<n<NIt I 'n lGz<.h' f \d!n l<ndb- 7 } ’ ‘T) If ) 
k)). Here .V is a positive integer, the number of stage; S is a nonempty Bore1 
subset of a Polish (i.e., complete separable metricj space, the set of states of a 
system, namely, state space; .4 is a nonempty Bore1 subset of a Polish space, the 
set of actions of the system, namely, action space, and for s E S, n (1 < n s< N), 
.dn(s) is a nonempty Bore1 subset of A, the set of actions aaailable to a decision 
maker in state s at nth stage and each graph A, contains the graph of a Bore1 
measurable map from S into d; {T } n ICaCh, is a state transformation, each T,,: 
S :: --I --f S is Bore1 measurable: when the system is in state s E S at nth stage 
and he chooses an action a E ,+I,(s), it moves to the state s’ == T, (s, aj; 
(I I 
~~iYnfl~.-n:~h. 7k} is a reward system (RS), each g,: S s 3 ,C S x R - R and 
k: S -+ R are Bore1 measurable: if the system experiences a partial historl 
s,,, .f: a,,, b’ s,,l+l x a,,,, x ... x s, through m, m + l,..., nth stages and the 
optimization terminates at the nth stage, then the decision maker gets 
g,,,(Snr 3 a,,, , s ,rr+l; gnl+l (s m+~ , hl , sm+2xnk+2 (s nr+2 ,.-, &-IL1 1 a,.-, , s,; &J . ..I)) 
units of money. Our optimization has to continue up to the Nth stage and 
necessarily terminate at this stage. 
409is8/1-9 
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A policy is a sequence {rr , 7r2 ,..., Q,} where v~: S --f ,4 is a Bore1 measurable 
function with r,(s) E A,(s) f or s E S; when the system is in s, at the nth stage, 
the decision maker chooses action a, = am E A&). 
A policy rr is stationary if 7rr = 7rs = *.. = VT~ . Il and l7, denote the classes 
of all policies and all stationary policies, respectively. Clearly 17, C 17. For any 
policy m, let %r = (~~+r , ~~+a ,..., z-~} for 0 < n < N. Note that % is a policy 
for the W - n)-stage DP P’, 64’) G%i’ll~.m~N-n~, G”m’km~N-np {{gm’kms.N-n , 
K’}) with a deterministic state transformation, where 
s’ = s, A’ = A, 
472’(s) = A,+,(4 s, s’ E s, 
Tm’(s, 4 = in+&> 4 aEA, 
g,,t’(s, a, s’; y) = &+m(S, a, s’; y), l.\(m,<N-n, 
h’(s) = h(s). 
Let us define PN: HNfl -+ R by 
phm = g1h t a, , s,; g,(s, , a2 > $3; “‘i gN@N 9UN 9 %+I; 4N+lN -*>>, 
where h = (sl , a, , s2 , a2 , s3 ,..., s~+~), H, = S x A x S >: A x ..* x S 
(2n + 1 factors). We call PN the reward function (RF) of the dynamic program- 
ming. A policy r associates with each nth state s, E S the total (in a wide sense) 
reward for the decision maker 
IN--nfl(%r) (SJ 
= g,(sll , uno, s;+l; g,r&+l(s;+l 3 a;+, I s:+*; -*. &(SNO, upJo, s;+1; Q;+lN ***NY 
where 
so ?Zfl = rn(sn , ano), 
uz+l =%+l(s~+l)~ 
SD N+l = TN(sNo, a,‘). 
Our optimization problem is to maximize (resp. minimize) P’(V) for the decision 
maker by choosing m E II if he wants to maximize (resp. minimize). Throughout 
this section we assume that for each s E S and 7~ (1 < n < N) 
sup P--n+r(%r) (s) < co 
ncl 
(resp. in~IN-n+l(+l~) (s) > -Co). 
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A policy rr* is optimal in the maximization (resp. minimization) if for all T E II 
P+*) > P(T) (resp. IN(rr*) -< IN(r)), 
where for real valued function u, z’ on S u :< ( =, >;)z, means u(x) < (=, .)F(x) 
for all x 6 S, respectively. 
Now we shall investigate a certain type of mathematical programming problem 
which can be formulated into a dynamic programming stated above. 
-4 continuous function f: R,N --f R,l is called nonstationary recursizle 
(or simply “recursive” where no confusion occurs) if f is expressed as follows: 
f (x1 ) .x2 ,..., +) == f&i f2(x2 ;...; fh’-l(b~w-l; fN(+)) . ..)j. 
where fTl: R: --f R,’ (1 < n <: _V - I) and fN: R-l - R-.’ are continuous. 
Let us consider the following problems: 
Maximizing Problem. hlaximize 
f (x1 ) .I”., ,..., XN) (3.1) 
subject to 
(1) g,(s, ) X2 (..., XN) < C-r ( I?O), 
(2) g,(x, ( “I,., )..., SN) c< c2 ( :::O), 
( p, 
(3.2) 
g,(x, ) x2 ,...) Sh’) < c, (:co), 
(P f- 1) Xl ) .T? ). ..( XL. > 0, 
IIinimizing Problem. Minimize 
subject to 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(4)’ f”(Jl . J2 ,-.., JIh’) -:> cy (:. Oh 
(q -t 1)’ y 1 ) >‘.I ) .. ) ?)N --.. ; , 0, 
wheref, gi (1 < i < p), g, andf, (1 < j < q) are recursive. 
Hence we have the following expressions: 
f(q , x2 . . . .) Xh’) ==: f&q;f&.r ;...;fN--1(.vN-1;f~,(.‘cpi)) “.)). (3.5) 
g&r, ( x2 )..., SM) == gfl(xl; g&, ;“‘; g~N-l(S~_l; gihr(xh’)) .‘.)), (3.6) 
1 r;: i I p, 
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For each n (1 < tl < N) the Maximizing Problem and the Minimizing Problem 
yield the following subproblems, respectively: 
Maximize 
fn(%fn+1(~,*1 ;“‘; fhr-lh-1;fd%)> . ..I) (3-9) 
subject to 
(1 - 4 i!llL(G &+2+1(%+1 i”‘i gn-lb,; glN(XhT)) . ..I) < Cl , 
(2 - 4 &9&% gz9z+1(~9z+1 i”‘i .A%,-,h-1; &hhN)) .-.)) < c, , 
(3.10) 
(P - 4 gPs(~n~gpn+1(~,+l~~~~;g9N-l(~N-l;gDN(.’CN)) . ..)) < cp I 
(P + 1 - 4 b-c, ) &+1 )...) 3-h’ 2 0, 
Minimize 
&(Yn; gn+l(Yn+l i”‘i hdY,-l; EdYN)) ...)I (3.11) 
subject to 
(1 - 4 fln(Yn;hn+l(Ym+l ;...;flN-l(YN-l;fiN(YN)) ...)) 2 Cl P 
(2 - 4' f*n(Y&fm+1(Yn+1 ;...;~~T-l(YN-l;f2N(YN)) ...I 2 CP? 
(3.12) 
(Q - 4’ frm(Yn;fan+;(Yuz+l ;...;fqN-l(?‘N-l;f*N(YN)) . ..N 3 cq 
(q + 1 - 4’ J’n 7 yn+l ,...) yN 2: 0. 
Note that the subproblem (3.9), (3.10) (resp. (3.1 l), (3.12)) with n = 1 coincides 
with the original problem (3. I), (3.2) (resp. (3.3) (3.4)). 
Let us define u”: R,” - R’ and @: R+q - R1 by ~~-~‘+~(ci , cZ ,..., c,,) == 
the maximum value of the problem (3.9) (3.10) z+“+r(ci , c@ ,..., cn) = the 
minimum value of the problem (3.1 l), (3.12), if they exist respectively. 
In this paper we assume that functions un, a” are well defined, i.e., that both 
the maximum of the problem (3.9) (3.10) and the minimum of the problem 
(3. ll), (3.12) are attained at any c E R+” or c E R+q. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) Let fn , gill: R,” + R+l (1 < n 22 N - 1, 1 < i < p) 
and .[bT , giAI: R,l - R,l (1 < i < p) be continuous, fns, fN: R+l - R+l 
(1 < n :G: N - 1, x E R+l) nondecreasing, and grn , g,,: R,’ - R,’ (1 < n < 
iIT - 1, 1 < i < p, x E R+l) strictly increasing. Then the Maximizing Problem 
(3.1) (3.2) reduces to an N-stage DP (S, (A, (A } n 1SdN 7 C n l<vL<h'~l g, > 'Tl Y 11 l<n<N 9 
k)) with 
s = (Cl 9 c:! ,...> CD), a = x, 
S == R+p, .4 = R,l, 
-~,(c, 7 c.2 ,-*-I cp) = {x E R,’ 1 (g:J’ (ci) 3 0, 1 .< i .< p], 
l<n<N--1, 
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-4.(C, , c2 ,.-., cD) : {x E R,’ 1 g&) < ci , I S< i : ; p;, 
T&l > c2 ,..., cp), 4 =z ((&x1 (4 (&x1 (C2)YV wr (4)~ 
1 :-; n :r, .\-- 1, 
T,((c, , l-2 ,*.., CD), x) Ez any oalue E s, 
gn((r1 I c2 ,..*> cp), .v, (Cl’, Cz’r..., co’); y) 
=-f&Y r), 1 : ..: n :.c, &\- - 1, 
g,((c, ) c2 )..., CD), x, (Cl', C?',..., cp'); h(c1', c2' . . . . . c,')) 
_= fN(X). 
(ii) Let g, , fjn: R,’ + R,’ (1 <. n .< N - 1, 1 < j < q) and g, . f& 
R+l+ R+l (1 < j < q) be continuous, g,‘, g,: R+l - R+l (1 < n <:[ K - 1, 
y~R+l)nondecreusing,andfjy,,fjN:R+l-+R+l(l <In<N-1, 1 <j<q, 
y E R+l) stricttv increasing. Then the Minimizing Problem (3.3), (3.4) reduces to 
an -v-stage DP (S’, {Iz’, {A’k~d, (Tn’}l~a~N , Ckn’}l~n~K , V) with 
s =-7 ( Cl , c2 ,..., CJ, a ==?‘, 
S’ r: R+n, 9’ = R,l, 
-4,,‘(c, , (-2 ,-*., co) L- {-v E R+l 1 (f ;J’ (cj) 2; 0, 1 .>j --< q;, 
l<=n<:Y--1, 
-4,‘(c, , c2 ,...I c,J :== {J, E R+l 1 fiN( y) ;s c, , 1 < j .<: q)? 
T~‘((G , c, ,..., c*>, rl) == ((f x1 (Cl), (f b)-’ (4Y.7 (f In)-* (cq)), 
1 c.c: n :g &I, - I, 
T.v’((c, , ~2 ,..., c,), y) = any avllue E S’, 
g,‘@1 3 c2 ,.‘., 4, Y, (Cl’, C?‘,..., cr,‘,‘); y) 
== g,(y; y), 1 -, 12 .: A\--- 1, 
J.h’((c, 7 c2 ,a.., c*), y, (Cl’, cp’,..., c*‘); Wl’, C$‘,..., cq’)) 
== ‘G(Y)* 
Proof. It suffices to note that these two DP’s satisfy the conditions stated at 
the beginning of Section 3, provided that functions u”, V” are well defined. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) CGzder the assumption of Proposition 3.1 (i), (u~l(.~.,+.:, 
satisfies the recursion formula: 
tP+ycl , c2 )...) CD) = Max 
Xf.L”>O fN-,i(XN-n; zmql;:;)-’ (C,)? 
fg~N-“)~‘(c,)3;o.1~~i-=p 
&N-n 
UYCl , c2 1*-.> CD) = fN(l~~&h-’ (4). (3.14) 
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(ii) Urider the assumption of Proposition 3.l(ii), {~n(.))r~~~~~ satisfies the 
recursion formula: 
(f&y’ (c,),..., (f;;y (c,))), 1 .< ,n<N- 1, 
(3.15) 
oyc1 , c2 ,-**> c,) = 6N(,F;yq (fiNY (cd)* (3.16) 
Proof of(i). (3.14) is easily verified. Furthermore u1 is nondecreasing. Then 
the same discussion as the proof of Proposition 2.2(i) yields that 
" = T(fiV-l; glN-1, &N-l ,...,g%,N-l)U1, 
U3 = T(fc-2; gu--2 a g,N-2 ,..-, &N--p) u2, 
(3.17) 
uN = T(f,; g,, , g,, ,..., gDl) d-1. 
which restates the recursion formula (3.13). 
Proof of (ii). (3.16) . IS easily verified. Furthermore, z+ is nondecreasing. Then 
the same discussion as the proof of Proposition 2.2(ii) yields that 
2’2 = %!N-1; flN-1 ,f2N-1 ,**v fpN-1) wl, 
u3 = %!N--t;fw-2 ,f2&2 ,.*.,fm-2) v2, 
(3.18) 
UN = %!,;fl, lfzl ,...,fsd UN-l, 
which restates the recursion formula (3.15). This completes the proof. 
Notice that in the proof of Proposition 3.2 the continuity of un, zyn is not 
assumed. 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, T(fN-%; glN+ , g,,-, ,..., g,& 
(resp. S(g _ f _ f - N n; ]N ,A , sN R )..., f&n)) is denoted by TN-,, (resp. S,-,) when it 
is not necessary to specify fN--n , glN-%, g2N-n ,...,gp&n (resp. g&, , flN-n, 
f2N--n ,..., fpNpn). Then (3.17) and (3.18) are written as follows: 
u”+l = TN-#, l<n<N-1, (3.19) 
Z’“fl = SN-nv” l<?r<N-1. (3.20) 
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Therefore we have under the assumptions of Proposition 3. I 
UN = TIT, ... TN-#, 
7.J.J = s,s, ... s,-p’. 
For the nondecreasingness of un, ejvl we have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (i) un: R,” --) R+l (1 < n ~1 N) is nondecreasing, (ii) 
z+: R+Q ---t R.+l (1 < n < N) is nondecreasing. 
PYOOf. Trivial. 
By virtue of (3.19), (3.20), the strict increasingness and continuity of un, @jr 
are established according to Propositions 2.3-2.9. 
Now let f, g: R+N --f R+l be recursive, i.e., 
fh 3 x 2 v*** 7xN) = ficxl; f&2 ;“‘; fN--l(xN-l; fNcxN)) ‘..))Y (3.21) 
g(x, , x2 ,*-*, Xh’) = &1; g&2 i”‘i g,-,(x,-1; gN(XN)) .‘.)), (3.22) 
where fn , g,: R,2 + R +r (1 < n < N - l),fr,, , g,: R,’ + R+l are continuous. 
Let us consider the following problems: 
Main Problem. Maximize 
f(.q , .Q ,.*., XN) 
subject to 
tl) dxl 3 x2 I***, $I) < c W), 
(4 Xl , x2 I...) XN >, 0. 
Inverse Problem. Minimize 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
subject to 
g(y, > ?‘e v..., YN) (3.25) 
(1)’ (2% 
(2)’ 3?1 ,y2 ,-,yN > 0. 
(3.26) 
Note that Main Problem (3.23), (3.24) is the case p = 1, g, = g in Maximizing 
Problem (3.1), (3.2) and that Inverse Problem (3.25), (3.26) is the case q = 1, 
fi = f in Minimizing Problem (3.3), (3.4). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Programming). Letf* , g,: 
R,” - R+l (1 <n<N-l),f,,g,: R+l--+R+lbecontinuousandfN,g,: 
R+l + R+l onto strictly increasing. If for each n (1 -( n < N-l) the pair (fm , g,J 
satisfies one case of four cases in Proposition 2.10, then u” is the inverse function to e**’ 
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and vice versa (1 ,( n < N). Therefore the maximum function in the Main 
Problem (3.23), (2.24) is the inverse function to the minimum function in the Inoerse 
Problem (3.25), (3.26). 
Proof. It is easily shown that 
u’(c) := fNk;;l(4), (3.27) 
v’(c) := l?N(f &>,. (3.28) 
Then u1 o vl = VI o u1 is the identity function on R+l. Since Propositions 2.10, 
and 3.2 yield 
un+l = T(fN-a; gN-,,) un 
= TN-,@‘, 
v”+l = S(g&& f&,) v” 
= SNQpn, 
Proposition 2.10 shows that u” 0 v’~, v’l o un are identity functions on respective 
domains, which completes the proof. 
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